TeX Spice Transfer Casings

Textile spice transfer casings consisting of a non-woven fabric coated with high-quality spice mixtures for transfer of the spice to the food.

TeX Spice non-woven fabric sheets, cut pieces and reels are coated with high quality spices, herbs, and blends for simplified production and cost savings for cooked sausages, cheeses, pates, smoked pork, ham and fish products.

Product Features and Benefits:

- Water vapor and smoke permeable
- Allows for flexible production of products with different spice coatings from a base mix
- Unlike tradition production, no gelatin is required to adhere spices to application
- Uniform coating and application with optimized edible spice adhesive offers substantial advantages when cutting and slicing
- No separate purchasing of spices for coating required
- Environmental protection and hygiene standards are increased while resources are conserved

SPICES
- Traditional seasonings and blends like Pepper, Mediterranean herbs, Pastrami, Paprika, and Curry
- Customized spice and herb mixtures available

FINISHING FORMATS
- Ready to use sheets, cut pieces and reels

Viskase provides the best quality casings meeting the highest food safety standards!

We commit to continuous improvement management systems to ensure safer products, better quality and full traceability.

Consult your Viskase representative for spice needs and applications

www.viskase.com
TeX Spice Transfer Casings

Stuffing / Clipping:

- Select the proper clip size and adjust clipping pressure to ensure a tight fit without causing damage to the casing.
- Recommended Stuffing Diameters (RSD) indicate the designed stuff diameters. Stuffing below or above these diameters could affect casing performance.

Storage & Handling:

- Use casings within 8 months of delivery, or as indicated on the casing packaging
- Store in a cool, dry place
- Avoid hot or freezing storage areas
- Store in original sealed containers until use
- Replace unused open casings in sealed airtight bags in original container
- To avoid damaging materials, do not open cartons with knives, sharp instruments or hooks

SHEETS

- Square or rectangular
- Available in sizes from 15 cm to 70 cm

CUT PIECES

- Sewn seam casings and closed on one end
- Available in diameters from 45 to 160 mm and in lengths of 35 to 110 cm
- With or without spice free “clipping zone”

REELS

- Flat stock available in lengths of 5 m to 30 m and reel width of 30 to 50 cm

*TeX Spice is Intended to be used as a mold to shape the product during food processing and is not meant to be eaten. TeX Spice is indigestible and must be removed prior to eating.

Offering more, together

The market leading products of Viskase Companies, Inc. include: small cellulose casings (Viskase® NOJAX®), cellulose fibrous casings (Viskase Fibrous, Walsroder® Fibrous, including the barrier casings Walsroder F plus and FVP), textile casings and a wide range of plastic casings such as Viscoat®. The exceptionally comprehensive Viskase® product portfolio, includes both the Walsroder® and Darmex Casing® brands, delivering a full range of best in class food packaging solutions and services.